**Friday 15th July**  
The Great Literary Spelling BEE! Welcome back to Term 3! Today we'll push your spelling knowledge to the limits with a tough test of a range of literary related words. Who will win the major prize??

**Friday 22nd July**  
Meet the Author: James Phelan  
At thirty-six, James Phelan is the bestselling author of twenty-four novels; five thrillers in the Lachlan Fox series: *Fox Hunt, Patriot Act, Blood Oil, Liquid Gold* and *Red Ice*, as well as the *Alone* trilogy and the *Last Thirteen* series. His Jed Walker character was first introduced in 2013's *The Spy*, which was followed by *The Hunted* and *Kill Switch* in 2015. Today we'll find out the secret to his success.

**Friday 29th July**  
With *Harry Potter and the Cursed Child* released on 31st July, we'll revisit the whole Harry phenomenon—from the books to the movies, trivia and all things wizardish.

**Friday 5th August**  
The TOP TEN Dragons in Literature  
These fearsome mythical beasts have enthralled readers for hundreds of years. From *Harry Potter* to *The Hobbit*, *Eragon* to *How to Train your dragon*, too many to choose from! Today we'll narrow it down to our favourite ten.

**Friday 12th August**  
Literary Olympics  
If you can’t make it to Rio this year, never fear as today’s Literature Club will be the next best thing. From individual events to team sports, you’ll have the chance to put in your peak performance and go for GOLD!

**Friday 19th August**  
CBCA WINNERS ANNOUNCED - Today we’ll take a look at the so-called “Best Books” from not only the CBCA, but international awards as well. Will we agree with the judges picks??

**Friday 26th August**  
What is "flash fiction"? Siam! Contact! Get out! A literary power punch to the gut. Hear some famous ones & some funny ones, then over to you – come up with 50 words or less on the back of a postcard. Are you up for the challenge?

**Friday 2nd September**  
The Great Cover Up. Book covers are a crucial part of the reading experience, designed to draw you in from the moment you lay eyes on them. Check out a range of classic and modern book covers and guess the titles if you can....

**Friday 9th September**  
The best book you’ve never read.....What are the books you just KNOW you should read – you’ll love them, everybody says so! But you haven’t! Confess the titles to your Lit Club Life Coaches and they will help you to end the procrastination!

**Friday 16th September**  
Celebrate the holidays with our traditional end of term wind down. Treats, prizes, movies, trivia......don’t miss out!